Louis Solomon introduced the notion of a zeta function ie(s) of an order 0 in a finite-dimensional central simple ^-algebra A , with K a number field or its completion Kp (P a non-Archimedean prime in K). In several papers, C. J. Bushneil and I. Reiner have developed the theory of zeta functions and they gave explicit formulae in some special cases. One important property of these zeta functions is the Euler product, which implies that in order to calculate £e(s), it is sufficient to consider the zeta function of local orders 0^ . However, since these local orders 0^ are in general not principal ideal domains, their zeta function is a finite sum of so-called 'partial zeta functions'. The most complicated term is the 'genus zeta function', Ze (s), which is related to the free 0^,-ideals. I. Reiner and C. J. Bushnell calculated the genus zeta function for hereditary orders in quaternion algebras (i.e., [A : K] = 4) . The authors mention the general case but they remark that the calculations are cumbersome. In this paper we derive an explicit method to calculate the genus zeta function Ze (s) of any local hereditary order &p in a central simple algebra over a local field. We obtain Ze (s) as a finite sum of explicit terms which can be calculated with a computer. We make some remarks on the programming of the formula and give a short list of examples. The genus zeta function of the minimal hereditary orders (corresponding to the partition (1, 1, ... , 1) of n) seems to have a surprising property. In all examples, the nominator of this zeta function is a generating function for the «jf-Eulerian polynomials. We conclude with some remarks on a conjectured identity.
So, in order to calculate Ce(s), it is sufficient to consider the local factors Ce (s). However, the local Rp-oxdexs &p axe in general not principal ideal domains, and their zeta function £e (s) is a finite sum of h(Qp) 'partial zeta functions', with h(Qp) the class number of the local order Qp . One term is related to the free 0/,-ideals, the so-called 'genus zeta function' of O^ , denoted by Ze (s).
In previous papers [7, 8] we studied the locally free class group of an Ä-order 0 ; therefore, our special interest concerns the genus zeta function of 0 :
w= n v>-P prime in R In [4] the factors Ze (s) were calculated for hereditary orders in quaternion algebras (i.e., [A : K] = 4). (Actually, the authors of [4] determined Ç« (s) in this special case; the main difficulty, however, is the calculation of the genus zeta function.) The authors mention the general case but they remark that the calculations are cumbersome.
In this paper we derive an explicit method for calculating the local factors Ze (s) of the genus zeta function Ze(s) for any hereditary i?-order 0 in a central simple algebra over a global field. The main idea is to use the description of the orbits in Qp under the left action of 0^,, cf. §3. This reduces the calculation to a counting problem, studied in §2. The necessary combinatorics needed to solve this problem are introduced in §1. We obtain Z~ (s) as a finite sum of explicit terms which can be calculated with a computer. We make some remarks on the programming of the formula and in the appendix we give a short list of examples, including all the partitions of n < 5 .
With similar methods we calculated the partial zeta functions of hereditary orders. This allowed us to prove Solomon's second conjecture; cf. [1] for hereditary orders and also [10] ,
The examples of the genus zeta function of minimal hereditary orders (corresponding to the partition (1, 1, ... , 1) of n) reveal a remarkable connection with the ^-Eulerian polynomials. We conjecture that the nominator of this genus zeta function is a generating function for the g-Eulerian polynomials.
We verified this for n < 20 ; however, we do not have a proof of this relation for arbitrary n . In fact, we did not succeed in relating the inductive definition of the tf-Eulerian polynomials to the constructive definition of the genus zeta function. In §4 we make some further remarks on this.
THE r/-ADMISSIBLE PERMUTATIONS IN Sn
Let Sn be the permutation group of {1,...,«}.
We can visualize a e Sn by its graph Ta = {(/', a(i)) | 1 </<«}:
we indicate the points of rff in the lattice {1, ... , n}~, see Figures 1 and 2 .
Since we will use the lattice to visualize the entries of matrices, cf. §3, the point (i, j) is plotted, with i vertical and j horizontal. .. , n}~ we say that a is a descending line on I if and only if for every (/, a(i)), (/', a(i')) e / (\Ta , i < i' is equivalent to a(i) < o(i').
Examples. (1) The identity 1^ is a descending line on every set /.
(2) a = (1 2 346)(5 7) in Figure 2 is a descending line on I = {2, 3, 5} x {!,...,7}.
We now fix a composition rj = (nx, ... , nr) e Nr, with n¡ ^ 0 and n = 2~^\<i<r ni ■ ^ composition r¡ will correspond to a partitioning of matrices into r blocks of size nl x n , cf. Theorem 7.
The kth partial sum (k < r) of r\ is abbreviated by S (k) = Y,l<i<knr
We will frequently use the block-map r\* associated with rj and defined by if : {1,...,«}-» {1,.... r} such that Sn(r¡*(i) -I) < i < ^(r/*(/)).
We say that the row / belongs to the block //*(/'). A block-row (resp. block-2 * * column) is the subset of {1, ... , n} containing (/, j) with r¡ (i) (resp. r\ (j)) constant. We also introduce the notation /' -< j (resp. i >-j, i & j) to indicate that r]*(i) < t]*U) (resp. r¡*(i) > r¡*(j), n*(i) = r¡*(j)). Example, a -(12 34 6)(5 7) in Figure 2 is (3, 2, 2)-admissible but not (2,2, 3)-admissible.
In view of the application to hereditary orders in Theorem 7 we separate the lattice {\, ... , n) into two disjoint parts:
V> J] = {(iJ) with i/*(i) >r¡*(j)}.
We visualize this separation with a line as in Figure 2 for rj = (3, 2, 2). (ii) We now construct the unique ad e SA Since this a. is a descending line on block-rows and block-columns, and also on [/ < j] and [/ y j], the graph of ad has the form shown in Figure 3 .
It is now clear that this graph is uniquely determined by the set A . Namely, r(l) (resp. c(k)) is the number of points (/, a'i)) in [i > j] that belong to the block-row rf(i) = I (resp. block-column rj*(j) -k), for 1 < k < I < r.
Observe also that the conditions on /•(/) and c(k) are necessary and sufficient conditions for being able to construct a graph as in Figure 3 . □ Definition 1.4. For SA = {a G S(n)\r~(l) = r(l),c~(k) = c(k) for 1 < k < I < r) the unique ad defined by Lemma 1 (ii) is called a descending permutation, abbreviated as desc. perm.
The reason for calling ad a descending permutation is clear from its graph, cf. Figure 3 . We introduce some further notation:
Notation. For ad a desc. perm, corresponding to S4 as in Lemma 1, we denote (i) Cad = SA = {a e Sw\r;(l) = r(l) and c~(k) = c(k) for 1 < k < l<r). Then /v;-A/; =E,<,o<"(#/,;-#/").
We remark first that L <o(L) implies /+ = /, = 0 :
, and since a is a desc. line on [i < j], we obtain that iQ > o~\j) implies a(iQ) > j, contradicting / G J, . and 4(b), for 0 < j < m-I we consider a , the unique a G C ' for which
It is clear that C{J'm) = U0<;<m-, c"\j> l'm~J~1' (a disjoint union); indeed, ( 2) +^ (2) where D¡f} = clJ'{k),U'lk)+r'{k)) for 1 < fc < r. We continue the proof as in (i), and the assertion easily follows. □
The genus zeta function of a local hereditary order
Let 7? be a discrete valuation ring in a local field K with prime ideal P. We will consider hereditary /^-orders in a central simple .rí-algebra A = M (D). The valuation v has a unique extension vD in the skew field D. We denote by A the unique maximal Ä-order in D and by /t = AW the unique two-sided prime ideal in A. Then #(A//?) = q with q finite; we refer to [11] for a more detailed description.
A maximal Ä-order in A is isomorphic to Mn(A). For the hereditary .reorders in A we have Remark. One has (0: 0x) = |x|~ , where jjc| is the module of x , cf. [1] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Cf. [9, p. 35] for a detailed proof. Using the same techniques as for the reduction to "Hermite-normal forms", we get these " O-normal forms" if we consider that the elementary transformations corresponding to left multiplication with matrices e are 'allowed' if and only if e g 0 *. For e = P(¡, the permutation of the z'th and the y'th row, we have e G 0* if and only if 1*(i) = 1*(j) ■ F°r e = T¡j(y), replacing the ith row by the z'th row +y times the y'th row, we have e G 0* precisely if i < j ox n\y . D Remark. If A, = ••• = Xn = 1, then the "©''-normal forms" corresponding to a G S axe bijectively in correspondence with the matrices in (P) of §2. If a = ln , the identity, then the "©''-normal forms" corresponding to a are the "Hermite-normal forms". Moreover, if x G 0'' is a " ©''-normal form" corresponding to o G S(n) and leN", then clearly A ,., > 0 if i > a (i).
We conclude that the number of " ©''-normal forms" corresponding to a G S ( 1 ) The result is technically complicated but it can be used to calculate the genus zeta function explicitly. Namely, generate all sets {ba(l, k) | 1 < k < I < r} for which the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) E W>i) ^ nl and E boV> k^nk for 1 < /c < / < r; 1 <_/</ k<i<r
(ii) ba(l,k) * 0 => bjl + 1, y) = 0 for all j < k.
These conditions imply that there exists a unique descending permutation a with these block numbers. Then we calculate k(a), C(a), and pow(a) using Theorem 11. This computation can be done by a computer. which can be calculated for hereditary orders, see [13, 9] . In the appendix we give some examples calculated with the Siemens mainframe computer (BS2000 Operating System).
4. The genus zeta function of minimal hereditary orders and #-eulerian polynomials L. Carlitz introduced the notion of #-Eulerian polynomials An k(q) for 0 < k < n, with the property that, evaluated at q = 1 , one obtains the Eulerian numbers, cf. [6] . These polynomials are defined by the recursion formula
Denote by Bn k(q), 0<k<n, the coefficient of Yk in fQ(Y), with 0 = Qn the minimal hereditary order, i.e., r\ = (1, ... , 1). The referee informed us of a quite unexpected relationship between the Bn k(q) and the An k(q).
After we calculated examples up to n = 20, we conjecture that the exact relation is An,"-k(<l)=Bnik(q). We are not able to match the definition of Bn k{q) with the known interpretations for An k(q), cf. [6] . So we think the only way to prove the relation is to show that Bn k(q) satisfies the recursion formula. From Theorem 11 we now deduce the expression (C) below for Bn k(q) which only involves combinatorial calculations.
For t] = (1, ... , 1) we find S{r,) = Sn (namely rj*(i) = i for every i), so
Theorem 11 yields
Bn,k(q)= E C(a).qM).
CT€Sn a desc. perm, with # Ia=k
For a G S", let Ia = {y, < < y"J with 1 < jm = a(ij < im < n and k = #Ia . Restricting to a desc. perm, a yields z, < • • • < z'^ and such a ct is completely determined by the k couples ( i , j ).
We calculate now C(a) and pow(cr) in terms of (im, jm) : pow(cr) = jx + ■■■+ jk. Moreover, £/,(/) = #{i\a(i) </</} = #{m\jm < I < ij. We introduce the notation V(j . }(/) = #{m\jm < I < im} + We remark that the recursion formula has no natural interpretation. Using the expression (Ç), we could prove the recursion for k < 2 , but we were not able to prove it in the general case. The conjecture (C) is proven by D. Foata and D. Zeilberger, in Denert's permutation statistic is indeed Euler-Mahonian, preprint. Moreover, the "problem" only occurs for minimal hereditary orders. So, maybe a generalization of ^-Eulerian polynomials is needed to understand the matter completely.
Appendix. Examples for f(Y) = fQt](Y) with Y = q~'

